Writing
CELBAN
OR LOWER
WHAT
YOU6WILL
NEED TO DO:

CELBAN 7

CELBAN
8
HOW YOU WILL
BE EVALUATED:

This score means that
you have not met the
requirements for CELBAN
7. Your ability level could
be anywhere from level
1 to level 6 on the CLB
scale. CELBAN does not
distinguish these lower
levels.

This score means that you
can compose an adequate
narrative and express
an opinion adequately in
writing.

You may be able to attempt
a narrative and express
your opinion, but you are
not yet able to explain and
provide supporting details,
and you do not succeed in
fulfilling the writing tasks.

You organize your ideas
adequately and use some
cohesive devices to link the
information.

Key information is often
missing, inaccurate or
unclear, and the order of
the information may be
confusing for a reader.
You do not organize the
information adequately or
use cohesive devices to link
the ideas clearly.
You use mostly common
everyday vocabulary, with
many errors in word choice,
forms, and combinations,
so your wording can be
difficult to comprehend.
You are not yet able to use
complicated grammatical
structures correctly and
consistently. You make
errors that interfere with
the meaning you are
trying to convey, and a
reader may have difficulty
understanding your
communication.

You include most key
information and sequence
the details in a logical way.

Your vocabulary is
adequate for the task,
but you have occasional
difficulty with word
choices, order, forms and
combinations, and this
may make your writing
somewhat unclear or
unusual.
You use complicated
grammatical structures with
adequate control, but you
still make errors, and they
sometimes interfere with
meaning. A reader may
occasionally have to make
some effort to understand
your communication.

This score means that you
can create a good narrative
and express an opinion well
in writing.
You include key details and
the information is accurate,
clear and sequenced in a
logical way.
You organize your ideas
well, using cohesive
devices to link information.
Your vocabulary is sufficient
for the task. Word choices,
forms and combinations
are generally appropriate,
although your wording can
occasionally seem unusual.
You use complicated
grammatical structures with
good control, and although
you make some errors,
they do not interfere with
meaning. A reader can
usually understand your
communication.

CELBAN 9

This score means that you
can create a very good
narrative, express your
opinion well in writing, and
support your ideas with
relevant details.
You include all key details,
and the information is
accurate, very clear and
well sequenced.
You organize your ideas
well, using cohesive
devices to enhance your
writing and link information.
Your vocabulary is
appropriate, varied, and
relevant to the task.
Word choices, forms
and combinations are
appropriate, and your
wording is fairly natural.
You use a variety of
complicated grammatical
structures with flexibility
and very good control.
You write with fluency,
and a reader has no
trouble understanding your
communication.

